Upcoming August Webinars

Sponsored webinars and HEUG events are free of charge for all users on the site. Education Series webinars have a fee of $59 per person associated with them for Subscriber Members and are free of charge for Institutional, System, and Allied Group Members. Please make sure you are logged into HEUG.Online before registering.

August 9th at 11 am/EDT

What’s New in Payroll and Benefits

SPEAKERS: Rick DeLaney, Senior Principal Product Strategy Manager; Tammy Boyles, Product Development Manager

Join us to learn about the new features recently released in Payroll and the roadmap for Benefits. A lot of exciting work is happening in these two areas.

Register →
August 9th at 1pm/EDT

HEUG President Town Hall Meeting

SPEAKERS: Jane Broad, HEUG President and Director of Student Lifecycle Support & Development at the University of Glasgow

This meeting will provide an introduction to forthcoming changes, objectives and goals for the Higher Education User Group. HEUG President, Jane Broad will outline the following:

- HEUG Vision for 2018 and Beyond
- Strategic Plan & Core Objectives
- HEUG Value Statement
- Goals
- Work Groups
- Advisory Groups & Elections

The Town Hall meeting will lay the foundation needed to successfully navigate through these impending changes, and your attendance is strongly encouraged.

Register →

August 15th at 10:30am/EDT

Special Reporting—Soup to Nuts!

SPEAKER: Mark Pickerel, Systems Analyst Sr.

What I will talk about is what are privilege templates – why we decided to use them – how to set them up and how to track changes that are made.

Register →

August 15th & August 16th at 1pm/EDT

Metadata is Your Best Friend in Reporting Part I & II

SPEAKERS: Alan Hwang, ePro Tech Lead; Ramakrishna Kasali, Application Specialist

These presentations will include the following:

- Who needs the Detective Tool
What types of Metadata are useful
Why the metadata is so important in PeopleSoft
Review all new discovered metadata in the tool
Metadata CSI : Clue Search Investigation
Metadata step-by-step walk through
Demo metadata used in PS Queries

Register Part I → Register Part II →

August 17th at 10am/EDT

Agile Doesn’t Mean Sloppy

SPEAKERS: Diana MacPherson, Senior Business Systems Analyst

A common misconception about Agile is that it means teams can do whatever they want, whenever they want, without testing and without documentation. This is false. If it weren’t for Agile, McMaster would not have been able to deliver a high quality PeopleSoft Image and PeopleSoft Tools upgrade within a tight six month timeline. In April 2016, all McMaster streams for the various PeopleSoft Modules: Finance, HR and Campus, received deadlines to “get current”; in other words, move from PeopleSoft version 9.2.4 to PeopleSoft 9.19 and from PeopleTools version 8.53/8.54 to PeopleTools 8.55 as early as October. The University had only six months and the dates weren’t moving! Learn how McMaster used Agile to bring discipline, nimbleness and flexibility to all three deployments, leaving the team and business not merely satisfied, but happy.

Register →

August 17th at 12pm/EDT

Rethink your Queries with Simplified Analytics

SPEAKERS: Sasank Vemana, Lead Developer; Matthew Haavisto, Senior Principal Product Strategy Manager; Madhavi Makkapati, Principal Product Manager; Alexandra Masters, Product Management Director; Maria Pollieri, Principal Sales Consultant

Oracle introduced Simplified Analytics with PeopleTools 8.55 in December 2015 (blog reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/peopletools/simplified-analytics:-putting-power-in-the-hands-of-end-users). Now Oracle-PeopleSoft is delivering several pre-built examples of Simplified Analytics in Application images. This webinar will show some of those examples and talk about how you can use them. You’ll also learn how to implement your own simplified analytics in your 9.2 environments.
We will discuss how you can evaluate your existing queries to determine which ones would have value as Simplified Analytics.

Register →

**August 18th at 2pm/EDT**

Oracle Product Strategy – PeopleTools Security

**SPEAKERS:** Ryan Foxworthy, ERP Analyst; Greg Kelly, Oracle Product Strategy – PeopleTools Security

Join us for the next installment of a series of webinars that will break down and summarize key aspects of the quarterly Security Patch Update provided by Oracle. This presentation is designed to provide a high-level overview and provide the necessary information to share with both IT and Functional Leadership so that Security Professionals can help justify the need for important outages to apply these updates.

Register →

**August 23rd at 1pm/EDT**

Beyond Fluid: A holistic approach (First steps) to modernizing Student System Experience

**SPEAKERS:** Alain Flores, Specialist Leader - Higher Education; John Jibilian, Managing Director

We will discuss options and approaches to modernize the user experience in Campus Solutions focusing on Branding, enhancing communications with students, and student-focused business process improvements and monitoring.

Register →

**August 24th at 1pm/EDT**
Dashboards as the springboard for student success

**SPEAKER:** Eimear O'Leary-Barrett, Advisor, Research and planning

The University of Montreal is moving to put data in the hands of academic personnel, rolling out dashboards in order to enable program directors to make data-based decisions. This is aimed at facilitating tracking of students as well as higher-level analysis to assess programs’ areas of weakness. The key to successful deployment across a large and decentralized institution (45,000 students, 15 faculties) has been a consistent and iterative process of feedback from users, from design through the pilot, through to institution-wide deployment.

Register → Watch Past Webinars

If you are unable to attend a webinar visit the HEUG.Online Archives for recordings and slides from past webinars.